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energy spectrum in I=1 ππ system

=>  scattering phase shift by Lüscher’s method
=>  resonance parameters ( Γ, m )

mπ ¼315.4ð0.8Þð6.3ÞMeV; mρ¼795.5ð0.7Þð16ÞMeV;

Γρ¼35.7ð1.4Þð0.7ÞMeV; Γ0
ρ¼124.4ð5Þð2.5ÞMeV;

ð37Þ

where Γρ is the width at the current pion mass and Γ0
ρ is the

width extrapolated to the physical point. The widths are
evaluated using Eq. (33) with Γρ ¼ ΓBWðmρ; mπÞ and
Γ0
ρ ¼ ΓBWðm

phys
ρ ; mphys

π Þ. The first error is the stochastic
error and the second one is the systematic error due to the
lattice spacing determination. For the lighter pion mass we
have

amπ ¼ 0.1390ð5Þ; amρ ¼ 0.4613ð10Þ;
gρππ ¼ 5.69ð12Þ; ð38Þ

and in physical units

mπ ¼225.7ð0.8Þð4.5ÞMeV; mρ¼749.2ð1.6Þð15ÞMeV;

Γρ¼81.7ð3.3Þð1.6ÞMeV; Γ0
ρ¼134.4ð5Þð2.7ÞMeV:

ð39Þ

We note that the Breit-Wigner fit parameters depend
mildly on the range of the fit. The mass of the resonance is
very well determined, with stochastic errors of the order of
few parts per thousand, and it is insensitive to the fit range.
This is because the place where the phase shift passes
through π=2 is well constrained by the lattice data. The
coupling gρππ is only constrained at the level of two percent
and it is more sensitive to the fit range, showing a clear drift
towards lower values as we narrow the fitting range.
If we are interested in capturing the phase-shift behavior

in the entire energy range available, we could use slight

variations of the Breit-Wigner parametrization. Indeed we
found that the quality of the fit in the full elastic region is
improved when adding barrier terms [41], especially on the
larger pion mass ensemble. However, such fitting forms
change the way the resonance mass and width are defined
making it harder to compare our results directly with other
determinations and we will not discuss these results here.
We include all the relevant data for the extracted energies
and their correlation matrix in Appendix C and invite the
interested reader to use it to fit any desired parametrization.
For the Breit-Wigner fit we found that the quality of the

fit changes significantly as we vary the pion mass within its
error bounds. If the Breit-Wigner fit was known to be the
exact description of the phase shift in the elastic region, we
could in principle use the pion mass as a fitting parameter in
this fit to further constrain its value. Since this is not the
case, we did not attempt to do this here.
We turn now to the discussion of the fit using the UχPT

model. A description is provided in Appendix B. An
important feature is that this model can be used to fit
the phase shift for both quark masses simultaneously. This
allows us to extrapolate the results to the physical point and
also to assess the corrections due to the missing strange
quark mass in our calculation. When considering only the
π-π channel, the model requires as input the pion mass, the
pion decay constant and two low-energy constants, l̂1;2.
The pion mass and decay constants used are the ones in
Table III. Note that the model can take directly dimension-
less input—amπ, afπ and the energies aE—so the sys-
tematic errors associated with the lattice spacings play no
role in the extraction of dimensionless parameters l̂1;2. The
error bars that appear in the tables below reflect just the
stochastic error.
In Table IV we show the results of fitting the UχPT

model. The model is similar to the Breit-Wigner para-
metrization: it captures the broad features of the phase shift
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FIG. 5. Phase shifts as a function of the center-of-mass energy. The error bars are slanted along the direction of the Lüscher curves. On
the left we have the mπ ¼ 315 MeV data and on the right the mπ ¼ 226 MeV data. The triangles, squares, and hexagons correspond to
data extracted from E1, E2, E3 (left) and E4, E5, E6 (right) respectively. The black curve, error bands, and fit parameters correspond to
Breit-Wigner fit to all data points in the elastic region, Ecm < 4mπ . Blue color indicates the fit to the data inmρ $ 2Γρ region. The UχPT
fits are very close to the blue Breit-Wigner curves.
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ρmeson mass の問題

full : Nf=2+1 , open : Nf=2 

ρ meson mass :  

where we estimate ΔE from the exponential decay of the
ratio C11ðtÞ=C22ðtÞ at large (but not too large) times.
We now proceed to estimate gρππ to assess the reliability

of the MMP method. In Fig. 6 we show the resulting ratios
RðtÞ, together with linear fits to the first seven data points,
6a ≤ t ≤ 12a. The color coding of the symbols corre-
sponds to that of Fig. 3. The extracted slopes vary between
51 and 124 MeV with the smaller slopes corresponding to
the larger volume (full symbols), as one would expect from
the naive scaling with L−3=2 of the amplitude x defined in
Eq. (26). This scaling is also consistent with Eq. (27),
where the combination x2L3 appears. For the largest slope
x ≈ 124 MeV and t ¼ 12a ≈ 0.86 fm, we obtain xt ≈ 0.54.
Indeed, around this Euclidean time higher-order corrections
in xt become relevant, while for the large volume data sets,
where the slopes are smaller, the linear behavior persists for
much longer. We see no indication of exponential correc-
tions towards small times.
In Table V we show the results for x and the derived

couplings, where the errors are purely statistical. More
details on the momenta and interpolators used can be found
in Table II. The entries of Table V are ordered in terms of
decreasing ΔE, where we find that a smaller ΔE corre-
sponds to a smaller Ecm (and a smaller phase shift δ); see
Fig. 4. Naively, the T1 and E irreps on the Ns ¼ 48 lattice
should give the most reliable results as these are closest to
the resonance and best matched in terms of a small ΔE.
However, only the values from the A1 irreps are in agree-
ment with the result from our Lüscher-type scattering
analysis. We remark that in terms of the kinematics the
B1 irrep is similar to A1, except for the orientation of the ρ
spin relative to the lattice momentum K ¼ ð0; 1; 1Þ. These
pairs of irreps are also close to each other in terms of their
ΔE values. Nevertheless, the results from the B1 irrep differ
substantially from the expectation.
Using the Lüscher method [1] has the advantage that we

can directly determine the phase shift, without relying on a
BW parametrization or introducing an effective coupling
gρππ . Moreover, the systematics can be controlled, while the
MMP method [51,52] relies on several approximations that
cannot be tested easily. However, the statistical errors are

smaller using the MMP method than in our full-fledged
scattering analysis. In principle we did not even have to
evaluate the box diagram in the upper row of Fig. 1 as
formally this is of order x2, beyond the first-order pertur-
bative ansatz. While it is encouraging that the couplings
obtained are of sizes similar to the correct result, they
scatter substantially between volumes and representations.
Therefore, we have to assume a systematic uncertainty of
the MMP method for ρ decay on our volumes of about
50%, in terms of the coupling gρππ .

E. Comparison to previous results

In Fig. 7, we compare our results on the ρ meson mass,
extracted from the phase-shift position δ ¼ π=2 of the BW
fit to various results from the literature [6,11,13–16,18–20].
These results were obtained using different methods, lattice

TABLE V. Estimates of x and gρππ using the MMP method [51,52]. The entries are sorted in terms of a descending gap
ΔE ¼ Eππ − Eρ. In the last row we show our result Eq. (19) from the Lüscher-type scattering analysis for comparison.

Ns K Irrep ΔE=MeV x=MeV gρππ

48 (0,1,1) A1 135 81(5) 5.54(30)
48 (0,1,1) B1 95 106(7) 7.07(44)
48 (0,0,1) E 16 124(6) 8.37(39)
48 (0,0,0) T1 −35 113(4) 7.54(28)
64 (0,1,1) A1 −122 51(2) 5.19(17)
64 (0,1,1) B1 −140 73(3) 8.18(22)
64 (0,0,1) E −173 81(2) 7.46(25)
Full scattering analysis $ $ $ $ $ $ 5.64(87)
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FIG. 7. ρ resonance masses from this (leftmost open square)
and previous lattice calculations by the Hadron Spectrum
Collaboration (HSC) [16,18], Lang et al. [13], ETMC [6],
PACS-CS [11,14], Pelissier and Alexandru (PA) [15], Bulava
et al. [19] and Guo and Alexandru (GA) [20]. The physical value
is also plotted [25]. Open symbols correspond to simulations with
Nf ¼ 2 sea quark flavors, and full symbols correspond to
Nf ¼ 2þ 1. In none of the cases was the continuum limit taken
and no study includes systematic errors.
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actions, lattice spacings andNf ¼ 2 (open symbols) as well
as Nf ¼ 2þ 1 (full symbols) sea quark flavors. In none of
the cases was a continuum limit extrapolation attempted
and we only show our statistical error as the errors of the
other data do not contain systematics. In most of these cases
BW masses are quoted, which is why we compare these to
our BW mass. In Refs. [56,57] next-to-leading-order
(NLO) and next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) chiral
perturbation theory, combined with the inverse amplitude
method, are used to predict the pion mass dependence of
mρ. The quality of the available lattice data does not yet
allow for a detailed comparison. The general trend seen in
the majority of lattice calculations qualitatively agrees with
a linear dependence of mρ on m2

π, as suggested by leading-
order chiral perturbation theory; however, there are notable
outliers.
In Fig. 8 we show the coupling gρππ , obtained in

Refs. [6,11–16,18–20]. Up to mπ ≈ 400 MeV, Ref. [57]
expected the coupling gρππ to decrease (increase) by about
5% at NLO (NNLO), as a function of the pion mass, i.e.,
within the accuracy of their approach, gρππ is constant and
the reduction of the decay width is purely due to phase
space. An almost constant behavior is also suggested
by the Kawarabayashi-Suzuki-Riazuddin-Fayyazuddin
relation [58,59], gρππ≈mρ=fπ≈5.96, where fπ ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
Fπ ≈

130 MeV at the physical point. In Fig. 8, indeed, the lattice
values for pion masses up to mπ ≈ 470 MeV are all around
this coupling (which is indistinguishable from the physical
coupling gρππ ≈ 5.93, also shown in the figure). However,
the noise increases significantly, closer to the physical pion
mass, so gρππ can be extracted much more accurately at
large quark masses. Again note that the lattice results were

obtained at different lattice spacings with different actions
and have quite different systematics.
For Kπ scattering only a few previous lattice studies

exist. At mπ ≈ 150 MeV and at our lattice spacing, we find
[Eqs. (25) and (19)]mK# ¼ 868ð13Þð26Þ MeV and gK#ππ ¼
4.79ð49Þ. Note that in experiment mK# ≈ 896 MeV and
gK#Kπ ≈ 5.39. The Hadron Spectrum Collaboration [24]
reports mK# ¼ 933ð1Þ MeV and gK#Kπ ¼ 5.72ð52Þ at a
pion mass of 391 MeV. Prelovsek et al. [22] used mπ ¼
266 MeV and obtained mK# ¼ 891ð14Þ MeV and gK#Kπ ¼
5.7ð1.6Þ while Fu and Fu [21] found mK# ¼1014ð27ÞMeV
and gK#ππ ¼ 6.38ð78Þ, using a lattice spacing of 0.15 fm
and a pion mass of 240 MeV.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated the feasibility of
computing resonance scattering parameters at a nearly
physical pion mass. In particular, we computed the
p-wave scattering phase shifts for ππ scattering in the
I ¼ 1 channel and Kπ in the I ¼ 1=2 channel. From
these, we extracted the masses and couplings mρ ¼
716ð21Þð21Þ MeV, Γρ ¼ 113ð35Þð3Þ MeV, mK# ¼
868ð13Þð26Þ MeV and ΓK# ¼ 30ð6Þð1Þ MeV. The masses
are lower than the experimental ones, mρ ≈ 775 MeV,
mK# ≈ 896 MeV, and at least the width of the K# meson
is underestimated too, in part due to a 10% heavier-than-
physical pion. The values from experiment are Γρ ≈
148 MeV, ΓK# ≈ 47 MeV [25]. The second errors reflect
an overall scale uncertainty of 3% [31]. While for the ρ
meson mass and width this error can be added in quadrature
to the statistical one, for the K# parameters it is not
straightforward to account for this uncertainty as our
strange quark mass was tuned, assuming a−1 ¼
2.76 GeV. It is clear that we undershot the experimental
ρ resonance mass by about two standard deviations, which
indicates that not all systematics have been accounted for;
in particular only one (albeit small) lattice spacing was
realized. The corresponding positions of the resonance
poles in the second Riemann sheet from analytical con-
tinuation are shown in Tables III and IV and, at our present
level of error, these cannot be distinguished from the above
Breit-Wigner fit results.
The stochastic one-end source method we have used

is cheaper compared to other methods [17,60,61], as
long as the set of kinematic points (and interpolators) is
suitably restricted. In our calculation, we were able to
recycle many propagators, by keeping one of the
momenta, p1, fixed. The number of inversions required
is given in Eq. (7) and the cost of including additional
momenta is large. This is a limitation in particular for
larger volumes, when the density of states increases and
the use of multiple two-particle interpolators cannot be
avoided. We remark, however, that our larger volume
with a linear lattice extent 64a ≈ 4.6 fm is not at all
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FIG. 8. Breit-Wigner couplings from various lattice calcula-
tions (Hadron Spectrum Collaboration (HSC) [16,18], Lang et al.
[13], ETMC [6], PACS-CS [11,14], Pelissier and Alexandru (PA)
[15], Bulava et al. [19], BMW-c [12] and Guo and Alexandru
(GA) [20]) and that extracted from the experimentally measured ρ
meson width [25]. Open symbols correspond to Nf ¼ 2 results,
and full symbols correspond to Nf ¼ 2þ 1.
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UCHPT による Nf=2 の解析

in the elastic region but the quality of the fit is not good
when trying to fit all energy range. We restrict the fit range
tomρ ! 2Γρ, as we did for Breit-Wigner parametrization. In
this range the quality of the fit is reasonable. The resonance
mass is determined from the center-of-mass energy that
corresponds to a 90° phase shift. The width corresponds to
the imaginary value of the resonance pole in the complex
plane. While these parameter definitions are not the same as
the ones determined from the Breit-Wigner fit, the results
are consistent as can be seen from the table.
Fitting each quark mass separately produces consistent

values for l̂1;2 which indicates that the phase-shift depend-
ence on the quark mass is well captured by this model.
Since the model is consistent for both quark masses we can
do a combined fit which allows us to pin down l̂1;2 with
even better precision. As can be seen from the table the
combined fit quality is similar to the individual ones. We
will use these parameters in the subsequent discussion.
Moreover, we can try to estimate the effects due to the

strange quark using the UχPT model by turning on the
coupling to the KK̄ channel. We fix the ππ → KK̄ and
KK̄ → KK̄ transitions from a fit to the physical data, while
keeping l̂1;2 for the ππ transition at the values we got from
fitting our data. The pion decay constant is adjusted to
mach the values in Table III. We report these estimates in
Table V. More details about the UχPT fit are included in
Appendix B.

In Fig. 6 we plot our results for the resonance mass
together with the UχPT extrapolation, in comparison with
results from other lattice groups. It is clear that the
extrapolation to the physical point in SU(2) is significantly
below the experimental value, missing it by about 50 MeV
which is about 8% of the resonance mass. The stochastic
error for the extrapolated result is tiny compared with the
shift. The systematic error due to the lattice spacing
determination is larger, but even this cannot account for
the discrepancy. The other possible sources of systematic
errors are finite lattice spacing contributions, finite volume
corrections, quark mass extrapolation error, and systemat-
ics associated with the missing KK̄ channel. The lattice
artifacts errors are included in our estimate for the sys-
tematic error associated with the lattice spacing determi-
nation. To gauge the effect of the lattice volume corrections
we compare our results with the ones from a study by Lang
et al [4]. This study was carried out on boxes of volume
ð2 fmÞ3, whereas our study uses boxes of about ð3 fmÞ3.
We see in Fig. 6 that the results agree and we conclude that
the finite volume corrections cannot account for the
discrepancy either. The errors associated with the quark
mass extrapolation are also expected to be small: in Fig. 6
we show the results of the extrapolation using a simple
polynomial extrapolation which at leading order depends
on m2

π [42,43]. The extrapolation agrees well with the
prediction of UχPT in SU(2). Moreover, a recent calcu-
lation by Bali et al. [6] close to the physical quark mass is
also consistent with our extrapolation.

TABLE IV. UχPT fits in the mρ ! 2Γρ region and extrapola-
tions to the physical point. The errors quoted are statistical. The
upper two entries show the cases of heavy and light pion mass,
both individually extrapolated to the physical point. The third
entry shows the combined fit of both masses and its extrapolation.

mπ [MeV] l̂1 × 103 l̂2 × 103 mρ [MeV] Γρ [MeV] χ2=dof

315 1.5(5) −3.7ð2Þ 796(1) 35(1) 1
138 704(5) 110(3)

226 2(1) −3.5ð2Þ 748(1) 77(1) 1.53
138 719(4) 120(3)

Combined 2.26(14) −3.44ð3Þ 1.26
138 720(1) 120.8(8)

TABLE V. UχPT results for Nf ¼ 2, mρ and Γρ, and Nf ¼
2þ 1 estimates, m̂ρ and Γ̂ρ. The parameters l̂1;2 are taken from
the combined fit and the KK̄ channel parameters are taken from
fits to experimental data. The first set of errors quoted are
statistical; for m̂ρ and Γ̂ρ we also quote a set of systematic errors
associated with model dependence (see Appendix B for details).

mπ [MeV] mρ [MeV] Γρ [MeV] m̂ρ [MeV] Γ̂ρ [MeV]

315 795.2(7) 36.5(2) 846(0.3)(10) 54(0.1)(3)
226 747.6(6) 77.5(5) 793(0.4)(10) 99(0.3)(3)
138 720(1) 120.8(8) 766(0.7)(11) 150(0.4)(5)
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FIG. 6. Resonance mass extrapolation to the physical point.
The red curve corresponds to an extrapolation based on the UχPT
model. The light-red curve corresponds to a simple mρ ¼
ðmρÞ0 þ const ×m2

π fit [42]. The blue band corresponds to an
Nf ¼ 2þ 1 estimate based on the UχPT model (see text). The
other lattice data-points are taken from Lang et al. [4], JLab group
studies [8,10], and Bali et al. [6]. The star corresponds to the
physical result. The error bars shown with solid lines are
stochastic. For the extrapolation the gray, thick error bar
indicates the systematic error associated with the lattice spacing
determination.
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LEC : 
Nf=2 : l1 , l2 (⇡⇡ ! ⇡⇡ )

Nf=2+1 : l1 , l2

(⇡⇡ ! ⇡⇡ , KK ! KK )

L3 , L5 (⇡⇡ ! KK )

l1 , l2 を lattice data ( Nf=2) から決める。
L3 , L5 を実験から決める。

From Nf=2 to Nf=2+1 by 
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[2] PRL117(2016)122001
全 lattice data ( Nf=2 ) を使った解析

we have also included the data from Mπ ¼ 390 MeV in a
combined fit, which significantly reduces the uncertainties.
The best fit barely changes when fitting only the
Mπ ¼ 240, 250 MeV phases. The highest data point by
Lang et al. [20] needed to be removed to fulfill the
mentioned χ2 test. Including this point barely changes
the central result (red line) but only leads to smaller
uncertainties. The solution is also stable when removing
the second-highest point and keeping the highest.
For all fits, we have also checked that the inelasticity

from the KK̄ channel does not become larger than the
observed total inelasticity [43] up to W ∼ 1.15 GeV. The
ωπ contribution to the latter has been evaluated in Ref. [52]
(see also Ref. [35]). Our KK̄ inelasticity is rather of similar
size as the KK̄ inelasticity derived in Ref. [52] from the
Roy-Steiner solution of Ref. [53]. The inelasticity is in any
case smaller than the bound quoted in Ref. [54]. Yet, 4π
channels are omitted in the current work because the fitted
lattice phase shifts are situated below finite-volume thresh-
olds, except for the highest energy of Ref. [22] (omitting
this point does not change the best fit). The 4π channels are
effectively absorbed in the LECs in the lattice fits, but
introduce some uncertainty in the chiral extrapolation.
In the Supplemental Material [46], the inelasticity is

shown with experiment [43] and also with the Nf ¼ 2þ 1
lattice simulation of Ref. [13] at Mπ ¼ 236 MeV. The
inelasticities are well predicted and the small KK̄ phase
shift has even the same size and sign as in Ref. [13].
The predicted ππ scattering lengths are close to the

Oðp4Þ CHPT value but some are just outside the 1σ range
of the experimental result, while the effective ranges are of
similar size as the Oðp6Þ CHPT value [55] as quoted in the
Supplemental Material [46].
In Fig. 3 we show the effect of the KK̄ channel in the

ðmρ; gÞ plane. Remember that ðmρ; gÞ emerge from Breit-
Wigner fits to the UCHPT solutions. This is also the case
for the experimental point, indicated as “phys.” The
comparability of all shown ðmρ; gÞ with other values in
the literature is therefore limited but in practice quite
accurate.
To keep the figure simple, no error bars are shown for the

chirally extrapolated results; see the previous remark on the
consistency of the fits. Once the KK̄ channel is switched
on, Fig. 3 shows that g and mρ are slightly over extrapo-
lated. A possible reason is model deficiency. On one hand,
problems could originate from the formulation: we include
NLO contact terms [44] but not the one-loop contributions
at NLO as in Ref. [31]. On the other hand, the LECs
entering the ππ → KK̄ and KK̄ → KK̄ transitions are not
fully determined from the fit of Nf ¼ 2 lattice data and are
therefore taken from a global fit to experimental ππ and πK
phase shifts in different isospin and angular momentum,
similar to that of Ref. [45]. That global fit compromises
between different data sets, leading to a slightly wider ρ
resonance. In Fig. 3, a Breit-Wigner fit to that solution is

FIG. 2. Results for the Nf ¼ 2 lattice simulations (ordered by
pion mass) of Bali et al. (RQCD Collaboration) [22], Guo
et al. (GWU Collaboration) [24], Göckeler et al. (QCDSF
Collaboration) [18], Lang et al. [20], Feng et al. (ETMC
Collaboration) [19], and Aoki et al. (CP-PACS Collaboration)
[17]. For each result, the left picture shows the lattice data and
fit, and the right figure shows the Nf ¼ 2 chiral extrapolation
(blue dashed line or light blue area). Without changing this
result, the KK̄ channel is then included to predict the effect
from the missing strange quark (red solid line or light red area).
The experimental data (blue circles from Ref. [51], squares
from Ref. [43]) are then postdicted. For the inherent model
uncertainties, see the text.
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physical point

青線 : Nf=2
赤線 : Nf=2+1 の推測

青点 : 実験

indicated as “global” with a star. Indeed, the value for g is
slightly too large. In any case, it is instructive to remove
here the KK̄ channel. As Fig. 3 shows (star at
mρ ≈ 690 MeV), the result (again, deduced only from
experimental information) exhibits the same trend as the
Nf ¼ 2 lattice data, i.e., a lighter and narrower ρ.
The inherent model uncertainties from the 2 → 2þ 1

flavor extrapolation can be roughly estimated as in
Ref. [24] by inserting the fitted l̂1, l̂2 in the ππ → KK̄
and KK̄ → KK̄ transitions, instead of taking them from the
global fit to experimental data. As a result, instead of over
extrapolating in mρ and g, these quantities are now mostly
under extrapolated. The observed differences translate
into model or systematic uncertainties of comparable size
to the statistical uncertainties shown in Fig. 3 (see the
Supplemental Material for values [46]).
As part of the ρmass shift originates from the regularized

KK̄ propagator [24], we also test the dependence of the
results on the value of the subtraction constant, changing it
from the default value a ¼ −1.28 [24] to a ¼ −0.8 and
a ¼ −1.7. The global fits to experimental phase shifts
visibly deteriorate for these extreme values, e.g., for πK
scattering, but barely change in the ρ channel as the
experimental phase-shift data are more precise. Following
the described workflow, we find changes of the final results
of less than 10 MeV in mρ and less than 0.08 in g.
In conclusion, the present results demonstrate the rel-

evance of the KK̄ channel, which can explain the system-
atically small lattice ρ masses at the physical point after the
chiral SU(2) extrapolation. From the discussion, it becomes
clear that a full one-loop calculation [31,56] for the
confirmation and further improvement of the present results
is desirable. A rough estimate for the neglected changes in
the ππ → ππ transition when including the strange quark

can be obtained by using the SU(2)-SU(3) matching
relations for LECs [47], resulting in very small changes,
of less than 1 MeV, in the ρ masses.
Summary.—All accessible phase shift data on the ρ

meson from Nf ¼ 2 lattice QCD simulations are analyzed
using the inverse amplitude method including NLO terms
from chiral perturbation theory. The Nf ¼ 2 fits are
extrapolated to the physical pion mass, and the KK̄ channel
is subsequently switched on without further changing
the fit parameters. For this step, combinations of SU(3)
low-energy constants, which are not accessible through
the Nf ¼ 2 lattice data, are taken from a global fit to
experimental meson-meson phase shifts. The KK̄ channel
improves the extrapolations of the ρ mass significantly
except when the lattice data have large uncertainties.
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UCHPT の解説 [1] PRD59(1999)0074001

SC amp :  [  resonance mass  で pole をもつ ]

CHPT だと

T

T = p2 + p4 + · · ·

resonance 付近まで使えない

T ⇠ 1/(E2 �M2 + iM�)

の展開形式にすれば収束がよくなる
T�1 (⇠ E2 �M2 + iM� )

Unitarity : 

ImTij =
X

n

Tin �nn T
⇤
ni

Tin : 2⇥ 2 , symmetric

以後、2つの 2状態系を考える

�nn = � kn
8⇡

p
s
⇥(s� (m1n +m2n)

2),

� = �ImT�1

T = [ReT�1 � i� ]�1

=> 

[m1n +m2n ]

6



T = T2 + T4 + · · ·

T2 : O(p2) in CHPT T4 : O(p4) in CHPT

T = [ReT�1 � i� ]�1

=> T = T2 [T2ReT
�1T2 � iT2�T2 ]

�1T2

T�1 = T�1
2 [1� T4T

�1
2 + · · · ]<= T2ReT

�1T2 = T2 � ReT4 + · · ·

(T2 = T ⇤
2 )

ImT4 = T2�T2

=> 

<=  元々の unitarity の式 

T = T2 [T2 � T4 ]
�1T2

7

(  [ ] の中をTylor 展開してから、1/[ ]   をとった  )



Gnn(s) ⌘ i

Z
d4q

(2⇡)4
1

q2 �m2
1n + i✏

1

(P � q)2 �m2
2n + i✏

ImGnn(s) = �nn(s)

✓
�nn = � kn

8⇡
p
s
⇥(s� (m1n +m2n)

2)

◆

近似 : ReT4 = TP
4 + T2ReGT2

TP
4 : tree level in O(p4) CHPT

2nd term = T2· [ S-channel 1-loop ] ·T2

U, T-channel loop は小さいと思って落とす

T = T2 [T2 � TP
4 � T2GT2]

�1 T2=> 

loop と取り入れた構成は議論されているが、
紹介論文の解析では上の近似の元で解析した。

T = T2 [T2 � T4 ]
�2T2

8



今の問題の場合は :

T = T2 [T2 � TP
4 � T2GT2]

�1 T2

n = 1 : ⇡⇡

n = 2 : KK

9

ρは dynamical に作る。
fundamental particle と考えない。
あくまで T-matrix の pole と考える。

T2 = �
✓

2p21/(3f
2
⇡)

p
2p2p1/(3fKf⇡)

” 2p22/(3f
2
⇡)

◆

TP
4 = �

✓
8p21(2l̂

2
1M

2
⇡ � l̂2E2)/(3f4

⇡) 8p1p2(L5(M2
K +M2

⇡)� L3E2)/(3
p
2f2

Kf2
⇡)

” 4p22(10l̂
2
1M

2
K + 3(L3 � 2l̂2)E2)/(9f4

K)

◆

Tij = � 8⇡E

2i
p
pipj

(Sij � �ij)

S =

✓
⌘e2i�1 i(1� ⌘2)1/2ei(�1 + �2)
i(1� ⌘2)1/2ei(�1 + �2) ⌘e2i�2

◆

Fitting lattice data (   ) � => LEC : l̂1 , l̂2 , L3 , L5

=> m⇢ , g⇢⇡⇡ by BW fit of     at physical point�



全 lattice data ( Nf=2+1 ) を使った解析
 arXiv:1704.06248

4

all available data below M
⇡

= 300 MeV are fitted simul-
taneously while fixing only one low-energy constant, L

5

,
to its value obtained in the fit to experimental data. In
what follows we explain the di↵erent minimization strate-
gies and the results in each case.

A. Minimization (a)

L
3

and L
5

are fixed to their values obtained by fitting
phase shifts from experiment [19, 23]. The correspond-
ing phase shifts together with the lattice data and their
extrapolation to the physical point, in comparison to the
experimental data, are shown in Fig. 1. Continuous lines
represent the result from the two-channel SU(3) fits, and
dashed lines those from the one-channel SU(2) fits. As
expected, both the fits to data and even the extrapola-
tions are very similar for the SU(2) vs. SU(3) fits, which
demonstrates that the explicit dynamics of theKK̄ chan-
nel can be well absorbed in the LECs of the SU(2) fit. A
more detailed discussion on the SU(2) UChPT fits can
be found in Appendix A.

The SU(3) UChPT model describes the lattice data
well, see the �2

d.o.f

given in Table I. The extrapo-
lated phase shifts for the Wilson15 [25] and Bulava15,16
[27, 28] data are on top of the experimental data as
Fig. 1 shows. For the case of the Dudek13 [26] data,
with M

⇡

= 391 MeV, the curve is slightly o↵set to the
left. The extrapolation of the phase shift for the Aoki11
data, Ref. [29], shows large uncertainties, so that both
sets of data are fitted together, which allows to determine
l̂
1

and l̂
2

more precisely. The extrapolated phase shift is
also slightly o↵set.

The UChPT model predicts pole positions in the
complex-energy plane of the scattering amplitude. In
order to provide values of (m

⇢

, g), as usually quoted in
lattice data analysis, we fit Breit-Wigner distributions to
the UChPT solutions. This second fit produces slightly
higher values of g than if the data are fitted directly to
a Breit-Wigner distribution, but m

⇢

barely changes. See
Refs. [19, 23] for more details. In Fig. 2 (left), results
for (m

⇢

, g) for di↵erent lattice data sets are presented.
Empty and filled symbols stand for SU(2) and SU(3)
analyses, respectively. The experimental point is indi-
cated as “phys.”. For the Bulava15,16 (M

⇡

= 230 and
280 MeV), and Wilson15 (M

⇡

= 236 MeV) data, the
values of m

⇢

and g are close to the physical value, with
di↵erences of less than 7% in g, and around 1% in m

⇢

.
Discrepancies are larger for bigger pion masses, as in case
of the Dudek13 and Aoki11 data sets.

Error ellipses for the (l̂
1

, l̂
2

) parameters, in the SU(3)
analyses (still, with fixed values of L

3

and L
5

) are shown
in Fig. 3. The ellipses, indicating the 68% confidence re-
gions, are close to each other except for the Aoki11 data.
This figure illustrates the stability of the l̂

2

parameter in
the lattice data analyses with SU(3) UChPT, compared
to l̂

1

, which shows larger fluctuations in the analysis of
the ⇢ meson. We note that the error ellipses do not have
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FIG. 1. Phase shifts obtained for the minimization strategy
(a) described in the text. Lattice data included in the fit [25–
29] are shown to the left in red. The extrapolations to the
physical point in comparison to the experimental data [53]
are shown on the right-hand side. In all plots, solid (dashed)
lines show the results using the one-channel SU(2) model
(two-channel SU(3) model). Statistical uncertainties in the
extrapolations are indicated with light blue (light red) bands
for the SU(2) model (SU(3) model).

an as clearly common overlap region as in the analysis
of N

f

= 2 data of Ref. [23]. There, with the excep-
tion of the data from the ETMC collaboration [21], all
considered N

f

= 2 data [16, 17, 19, 20, 22] led to such a

region in the l̂
1

, l̂
2

plane (result from [22] very slightly o↵)
demonstrating the consistency of data and fits within the
considered SU(2) one-channel model. We show in Fig. 3
the ellipse of one of the N

f

= 2 fits of Ref. [23], indicated
as Lang11 [16] because that result can be regarded as
representative for the other N

f

= 2 fits. There is nearly
an overlap of 68% confidence regions between that anal-

physical point

赤線 : Nf=2+1
青点 : 実験

L3 , L5 : fix from expt.
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Strategy (a) Strategy (b)

(L
3

= �3.01(f), L
5

= 0.64(f))

M⇡(MeV) l̂
1

l̂
2

�2

d.o.f. l̂
1

l̂
2

L
3

L
5

�2

d.o.f.

Wilson15 [25] 236 3.7± 1.2 �3.2± 0.3 0.9 4.7+1.2
�0.8 �3.0+0.2

�0.9 �3.4+1.7
�0.2 �0.4+0.6

�1.0 1.0

Dudek13 [26] 391 1.8± 0.5 �3.7± 0.3 1.2 5.4+0.9
�0.1 �7.4+0.6

�0.1 +4.3+0.3
�0.04 �3.8+0.7

�0.1 1.3

Bulava16 [27] 230 5± 2 �3.1± 0.4 1.1 6.3+1.1
�1.0 �3.0+0.3

�0.4 �3.5+0.4
�0.3 �1.5+0.8

�1.0 1.3

Bulava15 [28] 280 5.7± 1.3 �2.9± 0.4 1.2 6.3+1.8
�0.2 �3.0+0.5

�1.4 �3.0+3.3
�0.2 �0.4+1.0

�0.6 1.4

Aoki11 [29] 300&400 2.5± 0.7 �2.8± 0.3 1.1 2.1+3.8
�1.2 �3.0+0.5

�1.9 �3.2+1.2
�0.6 0.7+0.7

�6.3 1.4

Strategy (c)  300 - - - 4.7+0.9
�0.5 �2.9+0.2

�0.1 �3.26+0.13
�0.06 0.64(f) 2.2

Guo16 (Nf = 2) 226&315 2.26± 0.14 �3.44± 0.03 1.3 - - - - -

Experimental 138 - - - 0.26± 0.05 � 3.96± 0.04 � 3.01± 0.02 0.64± 0.03 -

TABLE I. Low-energy constants and �2

d.o.f. obtained in minimization strategies (a), (b) and (c) for the lattice data from
Refs. [25–29]. The superscript (f) indicates parameters held fixed at their experimental values. The �2

d.o.f with respect to the
lattice data is given for every strategy. In the last two rows, the results from Ref. [19] and from the fit to the experimental
data [49] are shown for comparison.
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FIG. 2. The ⇢⇡⇡ coupling constant, g vs. m⇢, for the extrapolation to the physical point obtained from the analysis of the
di↵erent lattice data sets. Left: minimization strategy (a); Right: (b) and (c). In the left figure, empty and filled symbols
represent SU(2) and SU(3) analyses respectively. The experimental point is indicated as “phys.”. In the right figure, the red
hexagon shows the result from minimization (c).

ysis and the present N
f

= 2+1 analyses of the Wilson15,

Dudek13, and Bulava16 data. However, the l̂
i

obtained
in the present analysis of N

f

= 2+1 data are incompati-
ble with the values determined from experiment (“exp.”),
in contrast to the fits to N

f

= 2 lattice data (“Lang11”).

There are di↵erent ways to set the scale, for example
through the ⌦ baryon mass as pointed out in Ref. [34].
Depending on whether it is assumed that m

⌦

is depen-
dent or not on the pion mass, two di↵erent values of the
lattice spacing, listed in Table II, are obtained. To study
this source of uncertainty, we perform a fit of Wilson15

data for these two di↵erent lattice spacings. The result
for (g,m

⇢

) is given in Table II. The di↵erences in these
parameters because of di↵erent lattice spacing are less
than 2%. The results presented in this section for the
Wilson15 data correspond to the first value of the lattice
spacing in Table II. In the subsequent minimizations (b)
and (c) we do not further study this source of system-
atic error. In principle, other data might have large(r)
uncertainties from the scale setting but, in view of the
smallness of the e↵ect, we have not further investigated
this.

Regarding the N
f

= 2 + 1 lattice data of Ref. [32]

5

Strategy (a) Strategy (b)

(L
3

= �3.01(f), L
5

= 0.64(f))

M⇡(MeV) l̂
1

l̂
2

�2

d.o.f. l̂
1

l̂
2

L
3

L
5

�2

d.o.f.

Wilson15 [25] 236 3.7± 1.2 �3.2± 0.3 0.9 4.7+1.2
�0.8 �3.0+0.2

�0.9 �3.4+1.7
�0.2 �0.4+0.6

�1.0 1.0

Dudek13 [26] 391 1.8± 0.5 �3.7± 0.3 1.2 5.4+0.9
�0.1 �7.4+0.6

�0.1 +4.3+0.3
�0.04 �3.8+0.7

�0.1 1.3

Bulava16 [27] 230 5± 2 �3.1± 0.4 1.1 6.3+1.1
�1.0 �3.0+0.3

�0.4 �3.5+0.4
�0.3 �1.5+0.8

�1.0 1.3

Bulava15 [28] 280 5.7± 1.3 �2.9± 0.4 1.2 6.3+1.8
�0.2 �3.0+0.5

�1.4 �3.0+3.3
�0.2 �0.4+1.0

�0.6 1.4

Aoki11 [29] 300&400 2.5± 0.7 �2.8± 0.3 1.1 2.1+3.8
�1.2 �3.0+0.5

�1.9 �3.2+1.2
�0.6 0.7+0.7

�6.3 1.4

Strategy (c)  300 - - - 4.7+0.9
�0.5 �2.9+0.2

�0.1 �3.26+0.13
�0.06 0.64(f) 2.2

Guo16 (Nf = 2) 226&315 2.26± 0.14 �3.44± 0.03 1.3 - - - - -

Experimental 138 - - - 0.26± 0.05 � 3.96± 0.04 � 3.01± 0.02 0.64± 0.03 -

TABLE I. Low-energy constants and �2

d.o.f. obtained in minimization strategies (a), (b) and (c) for the lattice data from
Refs. [25–29]. The superscript (f) indicates parameters held fixed at their experimental values. The �2

d.o.f with respect to the
lattice data is given for every strategy. In the last two rows, the results from Ref. [19] and from the fit to the experimental
data [49] are shown for comparison.
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represent SU(2) and SU(3) analyses respectively. The experimental point is indicated as “phys.”. In the right figure, the red
hexagon shows the result from minimization (c).

ysis and the present N
f

= 2+1 analyses of the Wilson15,

Dudek13, and Bulava16 data. However, the l̂
i

obtained
in the present analysis of N

f

= 2+1 data are incompati-
ble with the values determined from experiment (“exp.”),
in contrast to the fits to N

f

= 2 lattice data (“Lang11”).

There are di↵erent ways to set the scale, for example
through the ⌦ baryon mass as pointed out in Ref. [34].
Depending on whether it is assumed that m

⌦

is depen-
dent or not on the pion mass, two di↵erent values of the
lattice spacing, listed in Table II, are obtained. To study
this source of uncertainty, we perform a fit of Wilson15

data for these two di↵erent lattice spacings. The result
for (g,m

⇢

) is given in Table II. The di↵erences in these
parameters because of di↵erent lattice spacing are less
than 2%. The results presented in this section for the
Wilson15 data correspond to the first value of the lattice
spacing in Table II. In the subsequent minimizations (b)
and (c) we do not further study this source of system-
atic error. In principle, other data might have large(r)
uncertainties from the scale setting but, in view of the
smallness of the e↵ect, we have not further investigated
this.

Regarding the N
f

= 2 + 1 lattice data of Ref. [32]

10
昔の計算以外は実験値をほぼ再現

( L3, L5) : not fix もやっている。
ほとんど変わらない結果を得ている。
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236 MeV Wilson15 Nf=2+1
391 MeV Dudek13 Nf=2+1
230 MeV Bulava16 Nf=2+1
280 MeV Bulava15 Nf=2+1
300,400 MeV Aoki11 Nf=2+1
266 MeV Lang11 Nf=2
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FIG. 3. Error ellipses (68% confidence) in the minimization
(a) for the SU(3) analyses of the di↵erent lattice data sets
from Refs. [25–29] (all Nf = 2 + 1). The red dash-dotted
ellipse (Lang11) represents the uncertainties from the anal-
ysis of the Nf = 2 data of Ref. [16] using a one-channel
SU(2) UChPT model; see Ref. [23]. The star stands for the
result obtained in the fit to the experimental data (very small
uncertainties, not shown).

SU(2) fit SU(3) fit

a (fm) g m⇢ (MeV) g m⇢ (MeV)

0.03290 6.11± 0.13 759± 10 6.11± 0.10 760± 11

0.03216 5.99± 0.12 756± 9 6.12± 0.07 762± 6

TABLE II. (g,m⇢) obtained from the fit of the Wilson15 data
in the minimization strategy (a) for the di↵erent lattice spac-
ings used in Ref. [34].

(Fu16), since some of the parameters such as the kaon
mass are not quoted, we limit the analysis to the one-
channel SU(2) UChPT model with strategy (a). We
found some discrepancies with other sets of lattice data
for similar pion masses and with the experimental data.
This is discussed in Appendix B.

B. Minimization (b)

In strategy (b) all four parameters are left free. In
strategy (a) we noted that SU(2) and SU(3) fits expect-
edly produce similar results. This indicates large correla-
tions of the L

3

and L
5

LECs in the ⇡⇡ ! KK̄ transition
with the l̂

i

in the ⇡⇡ ! ⇡⇡ transition. Indeed, leaving
all four variables as free fit parameters produces many
di↵erent local minima of the �2 function. We reduce
the number of minima by preventing unphysical solu-

FIG. 4. Phase shifts for the minimization strategy (b) de-
scribed in the text. Left: Lattice data included in the fit
are marked in red [25–29]. The extrapolation to the physical
point in comparison to the experimental data is shown to the
right. As explained in the text, results are shown that pro-
vide excellent chiral extrapolations, chosen from several local
minima.

tions with very narrow poles, unnaturally large values of
LECs, or bound states generated below threshold (the
unconstrained inverse amplitude method allows for such
solutions, in principle). We only retain solutions in which
the �2 as a function of parameters behaves quadratically
in the vicinity of the minimum to exclude such prob-
lematic solutions. Yet, even then several local minima
remain. Some of them exhibit values for L

3

and L
5

close
to the ones held fixed in strategy (a). The corresponding
chiral extrapolations all resemble those of strategy (a) so
we do not further consider them. Instead, we choose a

・ 実験とずれている
・ overlap 領域がない
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In this supplemental material we present additional graphical representations and tabulated values
of the results discussed in the main text. In particular, predicted inelasticities and scattering lengths
are compared to experiment, Chiral Perturbation Theory, and a Nf = 2 + 1 lattice simulation.
Numerical values for the ⇢ masses are tabulated.

227 MeV GWU16
315 MeV GWU16
266 MeV Lang11
149 MeV RQCD16
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FIG. 1. The 68% confidence error ellipses in l̂1, l̂2 from fits to
the Nf = 2 lattice simulations of Bali et al./RQCD [1], Guo
et al./GWU [2], Göckeler et al./QCDSF [5], Lang et al. [3],
Feng et al./ETMC [6], Aoki et al./CP-PACS [4].

CONSISTENCY OF FITS

In the main text, the consistency of the fit parameters
l̂1 and l̂2 is discussed. Fig. 1 displays the 68% confidence
error ellipses (��2 = 2.3) from the discussed UCHPT fits
to Nf = 2 lattice phase shifts from RQCD [1], GWU [2],
Lang et al. [3], CP-PACS [4], QCDSF [5] and ETMC [6].
As mentioned in the main text, the error ellipses from
RQCD, GWU (m⇡ = 227 MeV and m⇡ = 315 MeV),
Lang et al., and CP-PACS all have a common overlap;
the ellipse from QCDSF is very slightly o↵, while the one
from ETMC is clearly incompatible.

MASSES OF THE ⇢ MESON

In Tab. I we list di↵erent values of the ⇢mass. The sec-
ond column shows the pion masses of the Nf = 2 simula-
tions. At these unphysical masses, the third columns in-
dicates the Breit-Wigner ⇢ masses as quoted or extracted
from plots in the respective publications. The following
column shows the Breit-Wigner values converted from
our UCHPT fits to the phase shifts: As discussed in the
main text, this step is necessary if one decides to quote
Breit-Wigner values (m⇢, g) as done here. As expected,
the values are are very similar to the ones of the third
column. The following column “Nf = 2 extrapolated”
shows the best fits evaluated at physical pion mass. Note
that for the QCDSF and for the ETMC results we fit
lattice phase shifts from di↵erent pion masses simulta-
neously as discussed in the main text. The last column
shows the outcome after including the KK̄ channel, at
the physical pion mass. For these final results we also
quote the statistical and systematic uncertainty in paren-
theses. The latter have been obtained by using di↵erent
sets of l̂i in the ⇡⇡ ! KK̄ and KK̄ ! KK̄ transitions
as described in the main text.
Fig. 2 illustrates the e↵ect of the Nf = 2 chiral ex-

trapolation indicated with the red arrows. The values
before extrapolation correspond to the fourth column of
Tab. I, the values after extrapolation to the fifth column.
Depending on the used pion masses the values before ex-
trapolation are heavier or lighter than the physical ⇢.
After extrapolation the masses are all lighter. The e↵ect
of the KK̄ channel is indicated with the black arrows
and discussed in the main text. For another way of rep-
resenting results, see also Fig. 6 of Ref. [2].

INELASTICITIES AND KK̄ PHASE SHIFTS

The observed ⇢ mass shift through the KK̄ channel
is significant. Therefore, it has to be checked that the
KK̄ channel is not in conflict with the observed small
inelasticties both in experiment and lattice simulations.
In Fig. 3 some results discussed in the main text are il-
lustrated. The upper two rows represent the two-channel
(⇡⇡ and KK̄) fits to the Nf = 2 + 1 lattice eigenvalues

Nf=2
Nf=2+1

　cf. Nf=2 case

11
しかし、昔の計算を外せば、
ほぼ overlap しているとも言える。
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FIG. 5. Left: Error ellipses (68% confidence) for L
3

and L
5

in the minimization strategy (b) compared to the values obtained
from the experimental fit (star). Right: Phase shifts obtained when the KK̄ channel is removed (blue) after performing the
SU(3) fit in minimization (b) (red). Experimental phase shifts from Ref. [53].

minimum in which the predicted �2 evaluated with the
experimental phase shifts is small, i.e., a minimum with
excellent chiral extrapolation. The reason to do so is to
check the resulting values of L

3

and L
5

with the ones of
strategy (a) for consistency.

In Fig. 4 we show the results for the phase shifts,
together with lattice and experimental data, for the case
of the best extrapolation found after the lattice data are
fitted. Resampling is used to calculate the error bands
of the phase shifts. The LECs and phase shifts exhibit
very non-Gaussian distributions in their samples. Thus,
instead of taking the variance of the samples, we plot
the error band determined by the (non-symmetric) 68%
confidence interval. The �2

d.o.f

obtained is close to one
for most of the lattice data sets, see Table I.

In Fig. 2 (right), we show the pairs (g, m
⇢

) obtained
from the selected fits of this strategy. As expected, there
is an excellent agreement between all extrapolations. The
question remains how consistent the LECs of the selected
fits are with those determined in strategy (a). As Table I
shows, l̂

1

and l̂
2

agree within uncertainties for strategies
(a) and (b), except for the Dudek13 data. Yet, as already
discussed for strategy (a), these values are not consistent
with the experimentally determined ones (see also Fig. 3).

In Fig. 5 (left), the error ellipses for the L
3

, L
5

pa-
rameters obtained from minimization (b) are shown. All
the ellipses are close to the value of L

3

and L
5

obtained
from the experimental fit (except for the Dudek13 case
shown in the inset). As the figure shows, the uncertain-
ties in L

3

and L
5

are very large as expected. However,
it is reassuring that the Wilson15 data, at a relatively
low pion mass of M

⇡

= 236 MeV, lead to the smallest

g m⇢ (MeV) g0 m0

⇢ (MeV)

Wilson15 6.23 768.0 6.19 746.4

Bulava16 6.27 772.1 6.26 742.1

Bulava15 6.36 769.8 6.24 739.4

Aoki11 6.51 790.7 6.28 774.8

TABLE III. The ⇢ couplings and masses for strategy (b) be-
fore (g,m⇢) and after (g0,m0

⇢) removing the KK̄ channel. See
also Fig. 5.

uncertainties and values of L
3

and L
5

close to the ones
determined from the fit to experimental data.
Finally, to further clarify the role of the KK̄ chan-

nel we remove the KK̄ channel from some of the
coupled-channel results (Dudek13 excluded due to non-
compatible LECs, see Table I). In Tab. III the quantities
g and m

⇢

are shown before and after removing the KK̄
channel. As depicted in Fig. 5 (right), there is a dis-
placement of the extrapolated phase-shift curves to the
left in all cases. However, the size of this e↵ect depends
on the analyzed lattice data set, varying from 20 MeV
to 30 MeV, and is smaller than the one found in the
analysis of N

f

= 2 lattice data [19, 23]. The coupling
barely changes, see Table III. This discrepancy with Refs.
[19, 23] is mostly because of the di↵erent value of l̂

1

,
which enters not only the ⇡⇡ ! ⇡⇡ transition, but also
the KK̄ ! KK̄ transition, and is more than two times
larger than that obtained in Refs. [19, 23]. Since in this
study l̂

1

shows somehow large fluctuations, this problem
could be clarified fitting the ⇢ meson data together with

赤線 : Nf=2+1
青点 : 実験

青線 : Nf=2 の推測
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FIG. 5. Left: Error ellipses (68% confidence) for L
3

and L
5

in the minimization strategy (b) compared to the values obtained
from the experimental fit (star). Right: Phase shifts obtained when the KK̄ channel is removed (blue) after performing the
SU(3) fit in minimization (b) (red). Experimental phase shifts from Ref. [53].

minimum in which the predicted �2 evaluated with the
experimental phase shifts is small, i.e., a minimum with
excellent chiral extrapolation. The reason to do so is to
check the resulting values of L

3

and L
5

with the ones of
strategy (a) for consistency.

In Fig. 4 we show the results for the phase shifts,
together with lattice and experimental data, for the case
of the best extrapolation found after the lattice data are
fitted. Resampling is used to calculate the error bands
of the phase shifts. The LECs and phase shifts exhibit
very non-Gaussian distributions in their samples. Thus,
instead of taking the variance of the samples, we plot
the error band determined by the (non-symmetric) 68%
confidence interval. The �2

d.o.f

obtained is close to one
for most of the lattice data sets, see Table I.

In Fig. 2 (right), we show the pairs (g, m
⇢

) obtained
from the selected fits of this strategy. As expected, there
is an excellent agreement between all extrapolations. The
question remains how consistent the LECs of the selected
fits are with those determined in strategy (a). As Table I
shows, l̂

1

and l̂
2

agree within uncertainties for strategies
(a) and (b), except for the Dudek13 data. Yet, as already
discussed for strategy (a), these values are not consistent
with the experimentally determined ones (see also Fig. 3).

In Fig. 5 (left), the error ellipses for the L
3

, L
5

pa-
rameters obtained from minimization (b) are shown. All
the ellipses are close to the value of L

3

and L
5

obtained
from the experimental fit (except for the Dudek13 case
shown in the inset). As the figure shows, the uncertain-
ties in L

3

and L
5

are very large as expected. However,
it is reassuring that the Wilson15 data, at a relatively
low pion mass of M

⇡

= 236 MeV, lead to the smallest

g m⇢ (MeV) g0 m0

⇢ (MeV)

Wilson15 6.23 768.0 6.19 746.4

Bulava16 6.27 772.1 6.26 742.1

Bulava15 6.36 769.8 6.24 739.4

Aoki11 6.51 790.7 6.28 774.8

TABLE III. The ⇢ couplings and masses for strategy (b) be-
fore (g,m⇢) and after (g0,m0

⇢) removing the KK̄ channel. See
also Fig. 5.

uncertainties and values of L
3

and L
5

close to the ones
determined from the fit to experimental data.
Finally, to further clarify the role of the KK̄ chan-

nel we remove the KK̄ channel from some of the
coupled-channel results (Dudek13 excluded due to non-
compatible LECs, see Table I). In Tab. III the quantities
g and m

⇢

are shown before and after removing the KK̄
channel. As depicted in Fig. 5 (right), there is a dis-
placement of the extrapolated phase-shift curves to the
left in all cases. However, the size of this e↵ect depends
on the analyzed lattice data set, varying from 20 MeV
to 30 MeV, and is smaller than the one found in the
analysis of N

f

= 2 lattice data [19, 23]. The coupling
barely changes, see Table III. This discrepancy with Refs.
[19, 23] is mostly because of the di↵erent value of l̂

1

,
which enters not only the ⇡⇡ ! ⇡⇡ transition, but also
the KK̄ ! KK̄ transition, and is more than two times
larger than that obtained in Refs. [19, 23]. Since in this
study l̂

1

shows somehow large fluctuations, this problem
could be clarified fitting the ⇢ meson data together with

ずれが小さい

　cf. Nf=2 case
( ずれ = 40MeV 程度 ) 
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まとめ
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Nf=2 data
実験値と合っている

Nf=2+1 data
m⇢ , g⇢⇡⇡ : 実験値とほぼ合っている

l̂1 , l̂2 : 実験値と合っていない

問題点 : 
Unitarized CHPT の信頼性 

無理やり  T = 1/( p2 - m - i G ) 
と作った様にしか見えない

個人的には : 

他の effective theory も使ってみたい 

Loop 効果、energy の適応限界


